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Abstract A large number of papers have appeared recently assessing the effects of using
tables and graphs in scientific publications. In this brief communication we assess some of
the methodological difficulties that have arisen in this context. These difficulties encompass
issues of data availability, suitability of indicators, nature and purpose of tables and graphs,
and the role of supplementary information.
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Introduction
There has been a flurry of recent research on tables and graphs in academic papers. The idea
that such devices support scholarly communication is not new, but how they do it still needs
to be studied further. These matters have been further complicated by technical possibilities
arising from computer-based publishing, which support not only the construction of standard
tables and graphs, but also of non-standard ones. Interactive tables and graphs, for example,
enable a reader to change the layout of a table or graph to obtain additional information that it
is impossible to convey in static publishing. Thus counting tables and graphs and measuring
their effects have become important topics in scholarly communication, a field of study that
affects the development of every scientific discipline.
Some examples of recent research in this field can be listed as follows. Tartanus, Wnuk,
Kozak, and Hartley (2013) showed that the more graphs there were in agricultural journals,
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the higher were the journals’ impact factors. Hartley and Cabanac (2014) showed that men
used more graphs than women in scientific articles, but not in articles in the social sciences.
Cabanac, Hartley, and Hubert (in press) showed that multi-author papers featured more tables
and graphs than did single-author ones, in both social science and science journals. Hegarty
and Pratto (2010) showed that the layouts of many graphs and tables were unwittingly sexist
(with the results for men appearing on the left, or above the results for the women and, if
colors were used, in blue and pink)!
These examples of research on tables and graphs in science communication are—of
course—incomplete but they reflect the diversity of this research. Here we do not wish to
debate where this research will or should go. What we do wish to do, however, is to note that
all of these studies have something in common: and this is a concern with methodological
issues in how tables and graphs are counted and measured. Because such issues of measurement affect (sometimes strongly) the interpretations and conclusions drawn from research,
we wish to consider them in this brief communication as separate but important elements in
this field.
This paper thus addresses several overlapping issues that provide difficulties for researchers in the field of counting tables and graphs. These issues involve:
Issue 1.
Issue 2.
Issue 3.
Issue 4.
Issue 5.
Issue 6.

How to circumvent technical aspects of obtaining information
on tables and graphs from scientific articles?
How to measure the sizes of tables and graphs — and thus
by implication the amount of their contributions?
How to distinguish between static and interactive tables and
graphs?
How to distinguish between the purposes of different forms
of tables and graphs?
How to consider supplementary tables and graphs published
online in addition to those within the main body of an article?
Are the statistically significant results obtained in these data
of practical concern?

Issue 1: How to circumvent technical aspects of obtaining information on tables and
graphs from scientific articles?
Now that there are thousands of articles containing tables and graphs available electronically,
it may seem easy to count them. All one has to do is to search for tables and graphs in an
appropriate database. However, there are several difficulties here. First, we need to have
access to the full-text versions of these articles which, in the case of some journals, requires a
subscription. Second, even if we do have access, we usually cannot simply bulk download
thousands of articles without permission. However, there are at least two ways in which we
can overcome these problems:
1. We can use preprint platforms (e.g., ArXiV,1 PeerJ PrePrints2 ) or articles published in
open access journals (e.g., PLOS ONE3 ) that allow people to text-mine articles legally.
Unfortunately, these platforms have only appeared recently, so they are not suitable for
longitudinal studies.
1 http://arxiv.org/
2 https://peerj.com/preprints/
3 http://www.plosone.org/
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2. We can file applications at major publishers, for example, to be granted the right to
text-mine a subset of their library. For instance, Elsevier grants permission to authors
through its Content Syndication (ConSyn) program4 (e.g., as acknowledged in JASIST by
Chen, Hu, Milbank, & Schultz, 2013). Elsevier also promotes text-mining research via its
Bibliometric Research Program.5 CrossRef is also currently developing “a standard API
to retrieve the full text of scholarly documents for text and data mining” called Prospect.6
Next, so that we can easily count the numbers of tables and graphs, journals have to
publish their articles in a markup language, such as XML or HTML, if we want to retrieve
this information automatically. Other formats, such as PDF, may need to be processed by
optical recognition software (OCR). Of course, manual counting is also possible (as was
done by Tartanus et al. 2013). Although time-consuming and tedious, manual counting is
most efficient for collecting precise data on tables and graphs (e.g., sizes, forms, variations,
kinds of data the items represent, and so on).
Finally, there are different kinds of tables and graphs, and simply labeling them as one
or the other does not take this complexity into account. Complexity is lost if we only use
computer databases to search for items that are termed ‘tables’ or ‘figures.’ How do we
distinguish between line-graphs, barcharts, photographs, and drawings—when they are all
labeled ‘figures’? How do we count panels and/or boxes positioned in the text as opposed
to those placed in Appendices? How do we discard authors’ pictures, as published in the
biographies provided at the end of some articles?

Issue 2: How to measure the sizes of tables and graphs — and thus by implication the
amount of their contributions?
Tables (and graphs) differ in their size and in the amount of information they contain. Some
‘super’ tables (Tufte, 1983, p. 179) can spread over two or three pages, and so can some trellis
displays (Becker, Cleveland, & Shyu, 1996). In addition, how should we treat two identical
graphs if one of them is simply made larger than the other by zooming out (which can be
important when the proportion of the total page area devoted to graphs is employed as a
measure of graph usage)? Two such graphs, although presenting the same amount of data,
can provide different amounts of information: too small a graph can be difficult to read, while
too large a graph can be irritating.
Cleveland (1984) devised ways of measuring the size of tables and figures by estimating:
(i) how many lines of text these features would need to be printed in prose, and/or (ii) the
proportion of the total page area devoted to graphs in a particular document. Nonetheless,
such methods are not often used today. Indeed, in our research (and in that of others) we have
simply counted the numbers of tables and figures present in articles without measuring their
size, thus making our studies less refined than we would like.
Furthermore, some journals limit the numbers of tables and graphs that authors can
include in their articles. This might strongly affect research on the number of these items per
article. Table 1 shows how these limitations can vary—but electronic searches currently do
not take this variation into account. Maybe one should instead consider the ratio of a number
of published items to the maximum number of published items in a given journal? To the
best of our knowledge, this idea has not yet been discussed in the relevant literature.
4 http://consyn.elsevier.com/
5 http://www.ebrp.elsevier.com/
6 http://prospect.crossref.org/
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Table 1 Examples of journals with restrictions on the numbers of tables and figures allowed in submitted
articles. The examples are selected to show the range of possibilities. The list is not exhaustive.
Journal
Journal of Biological Chemistry
American Journal of Public Health
Journal of Academic Developmenta
Journal of Advanced Research
New England Journal of Medicine
Nature
Cell
IZA Journal of Labor & Development
a Under development at Keele University

Maximum number
of tables allowed

Maximum number
of figures allowed

“should be kept to a minimum”
2
2
3
N/A
4
4
5
5
5–6
5–6
7
7
“There is no restriction on the numbers of tables and figures”

Kozak (2009) and Kozak and Hartley (2012) discussed how small tables could be converted into what Tufte (1983, p. 178) called ‘text-tables’ and presented in the text without
being described—or printed—as a table. Table 1, for example, could be shortened and simply
printed in the text as follows:
A range in the number of tables and figures that can be included in some journals is as
follows:
Journal

Maximum number
of tables allowed

Maximum number
of figures allowed

American Journal of Public Health
Journal of Advanced Research
Nature

2
4
5-6

2
4
5-6.

How do we treat such text-tables? As regular tables? And if so (recalling the first issue
mentioned above), would an automatic retrieval of tables from scientific articles succeed in
counting text-tables as tables?

Issue 3: How to distinguish between static and interactive tables and graphs?
As mentioned above, tables and graphs in computer-based texts can also be interactive.
Their use is very different from that of static tables and graphs for various reasons. Back in
1987, Becker and Cleveland (1987, p. 127) wrote “It would be hard to overemphasize the
importance of this new medium [high-interaction graphical methods] for data display.” An
interactive table in which a reader can change the order of rows by just the click of a mouse
can provide very different information from a static table representing the same data.
Although human-computer interaction is not new in the sciences (Dix, Finlay, Abowd, &
Beale, 2004), research on interactive tables and graphs is new, and clearly interactive tables
and graphs should not be treated in the same way as static ones. Treating them as various
items is one thing, but methods of analyzing them is another. We are not aware of any study
that has investigated interactive tables and graphs in the same way as the studies cited above
on static items. At present this domain of research lacks its own specific methodologies
which, quite likely, will differ from those for static tables and graphs. Not only are interactive
tables and graphs published in electronic format, but they also offer various other possibilities,
depending on the software used by the authors and the users.
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Issue 4: How to distinguish between the purposes of different forms of tables and
graphs?
But, if counting the numbers of tables and graphs is difficult, what can we say about distinguishing between their actual purposes? There are several practical guides here (e.g.,
Adelheid & Pexman, 2010a, 2010b; Few, 2012) as well as more academic texts (e.g., Harris,
1999; Kosslyn, 2006) and papers (e.g., Meyer, Shamo, & Gopher, 1999; Smith, Best, Stubbs,
Archibald, & Roberson-Nay, 2002). Although tables seem more common than graphs, some
authors suggest that transforming tables into graphs can lead to a better understanding of the
data (e.g., Gelman, Pasarica, & Dodhia, 2002; Kastellec & Leoni, 2007). This is undoubtedly
true in some cases—but surely not in all?
Most journals require that data be presented in either a table or a graph, but not in both.
However, (Kozak & Hartley, 2013), against the recommendations of a referee, successfully
used both a graph and a table from the same dataset in order to illustrate different features of
their data. Thus we need different ways of classifying tables and graphs according to their
purpose.
Undoubtedly some ways of tabulating and graphing data are better than others (see,
for example, Kozak, Wnuk, Tartanus, & Hartley, 2012). Simply counting the numbers and
sizes of tables and graphs cannot help us much in this regard, but maybe different forms
of classification can? Adelheid and Pexman (2010a, 2010b), for example, present 20 kinds
of tables and 19 kinds of figures simply for people to copy in APA journals, but others
have produced more sophisticated schemes reflecting the purposes of these materials (e.g.,
Desnoyers, 2011).

Issue 5: How to consider supplementary tables and graphs published online in addition
to those within the main body of an article?
Borrego and Garcia (2013) studied 72 scholarly journals in Library and Information Science
and 78 % of these included supplementary materials. These materials contained summaries of
the literature, usually in the form of tables, as well as additional results, usually in the form of
tables and figures. Among these supplementary materials, around 35 % of the articles included
tables, around 11 % presented illustrations, and around 11 % included figures. Further, many
journals publish supplementary spreadsheet files that can also contain both tables and graphs.
This leads to additional research problems with how they should be treated in comparison to
regular tables published as supplementary materials.

Issue 6: Are the statistically significant results obtained in these data of practical concern?
Finally, practitioners need to bear in mind that although statistically significant results have
been found in recent studies of tables and graphs, these significant findings might be largely
attributable to the large numbers of examples counted in some of these studies. Practically
speaking, however, these differences are often very small. . . In the study reported by Cabanac
et al. (in press), for example, the mean difference between the number of graphs produced by
individuals compared with those produced by groups was only that of 0.99 graph. So, the
practical importance of the findings has also to be considered with regard to the research
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question at stake, a view expressed by many authors in the general context of interpreting
statistical analyses (e.g., Keen, 1992; Kozak, 2008; Reese, 2004; Schneider, 2013).

Concluding remarks
The number and variety of issues raised in this paper on research with tables and graphs in
academic articles show that methodological studies are needed. We do not claim the list of
problems we raised is complete; but we do claim that these methodological gaps require
attention.
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